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LTA Rally 2018: Story Maps
Digital Storytelling with Maps
Background
Interactive web maps are often “kitchen sink” affairs with dozens of optional layers and tools that
theoretically let map users explore whatever interests them but actually requires them to do a ton
of work to get anything from the map. There’s much data available, from aerial imagery to
vegetation or hydrology layers, it’s tempting to just throw it all out there and hope for the best.
But across the web, we’ve seen a multi-year trend away from these open-ended “layer picker”
maps and toward curated, directed storytelling where the creators (you!) do more work to figure
out the most meaningful aspects of your content and data.1 Major publications are pushing
narrative map approaches, as are Esri (of course, through Story Maps) and Google (through the
new Earth Voyager platform).2

Story Before Tools!
This is the hardest part. It is very easy to get hung up on what the tools can or can’t do, but truly
the most difficult part of making a good story map is having a good story. And on the web good
almost always means SHORT and SIMPLE.

Try a Listicle!
These are ubiquitous on the web — for a reason! They can be corny, but people love them. And
they’re easy: “5 best picnic spots on our lands” or “10 best views from our preserves”, etc. Each
panel is simple, similar in for and it doesn’t much matter how far into the story a reader gets so
long as they enjoy it. It can be useful to think of all story maps as essentially different versions of
the Listicle:

Profile
Pick a preserve and showcase five remarkable locations, or map four or five stops on a field
staffer’s journey through the day or the week. The critical elements are brevity and simplicity.

Explanation
Sometimes you’re explaining a complex topic, perhaps about weed control on your properties or
the impact of sea level rise on coastal preserves. Even in these cases the most important task is
to zero in on the fewest possible panels. In our work with Google Earth Voyager (which has
published 400+ stories), the editorial staff have found 6 panels to be the sweet spot, even for
complex topics.

What Action Should People Take?
Aside from story, also think about user action and where and how people should take action.
Sometimes it’s just “go to the next slide.” And sometimes it’s “donate to our cause.” Or “share
this story”. Ask yourself how you can prompt those actions at multiple points, not just at the end
of the story (since many people won’t make it to the end).

1

A recent land use map example from Bloomberg was a perfect example of a map that uses narrative to
drive engagement with complex data: bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-us-land-use,
2
The Google Earth Voyager currently works only in Chrome and in Google’s Earth app for Android and iOS.
See https://earth.google.com/web/data=CgQSAggB
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Use photos for impact.
No abstraction. Straight to the heart of the story.
Maps are useful but they require interpretation that
photos generally do not.

Keep maps simple.
Ideally one important element so it’s unmistakable,
and ideally will be visible regardless of screen size.

Reuse existing applications.
Even if other people made them (but give credit!)

Reuse static maps.
Make use of the design you’ve already done.

See this sample map:

http://arcg.is/19uuz5
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Sign up and build your
own
1. Sign up for a free,
non-commercial ArcGIS
Online account
●
●
●
●

Go to storymaps.arcgis.com
Click “sign-in” on upper right
Choose “free non-commercial public account”
You can create an account with email+pw or use Facebook or Google.

Go to the Story Maps Apps page and decide where you
want to start
storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list/
You can choose from a range of options, and then customize from
there.
●
●
●
●

Familiarize yourself with examples in the galleries
Sketch out some storyboards with those example
frameworks in mind
Pick the template that best fits your needs
Don’t be afraid to just try things!

Other resources
Discover tips and tricks on the Tutorial pages for each app:
●
●

storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list/cascade/tutorial/ (Cascade Tutorial)
storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list/map-tour/tutorial/ (Map Tour example)

Lots of Story Maps documentation:
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/resources/
See many different approaches to map-based communications in GreenInfo’s searchable
project database: greeninfo.org/work
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